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2. Incorrect Algorithm
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3. Errors in Analysis

4. Programming Errors
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Common Programming Errors

1. Error in problem definition. Correctly solving the wrong problem.

2. Incorrect algorithm. Selecting an algorithm that solves the problem incorrectly

3. Errors in analysis.

4. Semantic error.

or badly.

Incorrect programming of the algorithm.

Failure to understand how a command works.

5. Syntax error.

6. Execution error.

7. Data error.

8. Documentation error.

Failure to follow the rules of the programming language.

Failure to predict the possible ranges in calculations

(i.e., division by zero, tee.)

Failure to anticipate the ranges of data.

User documentation does not match the program. /
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5.1 Missing program cards or lines

5.2 Interchanging of program cards or lines

5.3 Additional program cards or lines (ie failure to remove corrected lines)

5.4 Missing Data

5.5 Data out of order

5.6 Incorrect data format

5.7 Missing job control (monitor) statements



1. Mark fist card on the face with FC

2. Mark last card on the back LC

3. Mark program name on the tops of the deck

, 4. Mark diagonal or cross strips on the top of the deck

1. Required punctuation missing

2. Unmatched parenthesis

3. Missing parenthesis

4. Incorrectly formed statements

5. Incorrect variable names

6. Misspelling of reserved words

1. Conflicting instructions

2. Nontermination of loops

3. Duplicate or missing labels

4. Not declaring arrays

5. Illegal Gansfer
,
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1. Undeclared or incorrectly declared variables

2. Typing errors

3. Use of illegal characters

1. Omission of part of the program

2. Branching the wrong‘way on a decision statement

3. Using wrong format for reaching data

4. Incorrect values in loops, such as the mitial value, increment, or terminal value

5. Arrays to small or incorrect array subscripting

6. Failure to consider all possibilities that may occur in the data or in calculations
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I = 4*K

1. The program did not compile, but there are no syntax errors

2. The program compiles, executes, but produces no output.

3. The program compiles, executes, but terminates prematurely.

4, The program compiles, executes, but produces incorrect output.

5. The program does not stop running (or infinite loop)
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system error 6%

1. Division by zero

2. Branching to a data area and attempting execution

3. Array subscripts incorrect

4. Numeric underflow or overflow
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tW&  4 Incorrect Answers
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Storage Map
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Cross-,Reference  List

Program Debugging

1 numb:r

. I  letter

or

/ S l a s h

‘ quotation mark

1 not

I seven

> greater than

Z letter

7 seven

2 two

U Make the u round on

the bottom plus a tail

V

4 four (close the top of

the four)
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L  l e t t e r

< less than

0 letter

Q letter

@ zero (strokes in opposite

direction)

S letter (tails on the letter)

5 five

+ plus

D put tails on the letter D

0 letter

G letter

C letter

6 close the number

- break character

- minus

Input/Output Errors
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Numerical Pathology

= ((999.0-  1000.) + .ool)  + 1.0

= (-1.0 + ml)  + 1.0

= -.999  + 1.0

= .oool

Locating Errors
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Selective Printout

IF (X < = 0.0) THEN PRINT . . .

vhmmma~~au~l  41 I duwrhuauGiuwiob.i  ~JZS~-T~

IF (I/5*5-  I = 0) THEN PRINT . . .
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ENTERED SUBROUTINE MAXNUM

EXITED SUBROUTINE MAXNUM

ENTEREO SUBROUTINE FIXNUM

LESS THAN ZERO BRANCH TAKEN.

ONE THOUSAND ITERATIONS
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A Catalog  of Bugs  (A Classification of  bugx  by type)

These are not syntax errors but bugs that would still be present after syntax
checking is complete.

Logic
1. Taking the wrong path at a logic decision.
2. Failure to consider one or more conditions.
3. Omission of coding one or more flowchart boxes.
4. Branching to the wrong label.

Loops
1. Not initializing the loop properly.
2. Not terminating the loop properly.
3. Wrong number of loop cycles.

,

4. Incorrrct  indexing of the loop
5. infinite loops (sometimes called closed loops).

I Failure to consider all possible dala types.
2. Failure to edit out incorrect data.
3. Trying to read less or more dais than there are.
4. Editing data incorrectly or mismatching of editing fields with data fields.

Vario  bles.
1. Using an uninitialized variable.
2. Not resetting a counter or accumulator.
3. Failure to set a program switch.  correctly,
4. Uqing  an incorrect variable nar  oe  (that is, spelling error using wrong

variable).

Arrays
1. Failure to clear the  array.
2. Failure to declare arrays large +nough.
3. Transpose the subscript order.
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Arifhmetic  Operations (see also Variables)
1. Using wrong mode he.,  using integer when real’was  needed).
2. Overflow and underflow.
3. Using incorrect constant.
4. Evaluation order incorrect.,
5. Division by zero.
6. Square root of a negative value.
7. Truncation.

Subroutines
’ 1. Incorrect attributes of function.

2. Incorrect attributes of  subroutine parameters
3. Incorrect number of parameters.
4. Parameters out of order.

’ Input/Oufput  (see also Data)
1. Incorrect mode of  I/O format specifications.
2. Failure to rewind (or position) B  tape before reading or writing.
3. Using wrong size records ofiincorrect  iormats.

Chamfer  Strings
1. Declare character string the wrong size.
2. Attempting to reference a character outside the range of the string length.

Logico! Oprrations <
1. Using the wrong logical operator.
2. Comparing variables that do not have compatible attributes.
3. Failure to provide ELSE clause in multiple IF statements.

Machine Operations
1. Incorrrct  shifting.
2. Using an incorrect machine war&ant  (i.e.; using decimal when

hexadecimal was needed).

Perminofors

1. Failure to terminate a statement.
2. Failure to lerminate  a comment.
3. Using ” instead ol  ‘, or  vice versa.
4. Incorrectly malched quote.
5. Terminate prematurely.

1. Not abiding by stalement  margin restrictions.
2. Using wrong function.
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Special Bugs

There is another category of  bugs  that will be called special bugs here. They
are sophisticated errors (i.e.. difficult to locate).

Semantic Error
These errors are caused by the failtire  to understand exactly how a command

works. An example is to assume that arithmetic operations are rounded. Another
example is to assume that a loop will be skipped if the ending value is smaller
than the initial value. In IBM FORTRAN DO, loops  are always executed once.

Semaphore  Bug
This type of bug becomes evident when process A is waiting on a process B

while process B is waiting upon process A. This type of bug usually emerges when
running large complicated systems, such as operating systems. This is called the

’ d e a d l y  e m b r a c e .  -

Timing Bug
A timing bug can develop when two operations depend on each other in a

time sense. That i6.  operation A must be completed before operation B can start.
If operation B starts too KUXI, a timing bug can appear. Both timing bugs and
semaphore bugs are called situation bugs.

Operafion  Irregularity Bugs
These bugs are the result of machine operations. Sometimes unsuspecting

programmers do not understand that the machine does arithmetic in binary,;so
the mnocent  expression

1.0/5.0*5.0

does not equal one. This error shows up when this test is made.

A = 5.0

B = 5.0

.

IF (l.O/A*B  .EQ. 1.0) . . .
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Debugging Aids

1. Dumps

2. Flow trace

3. Variable trace

4. Subroutine Trace

5. Subscript check
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Task Units

Planning 1

Writing 1

Debugging 4

Test ing 1
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PROGRAMMING MAXIMS

Use a debugging compiler

Deck check first

Echo check input data

introduce  debugging aids early

check input for reasonableness

Find out which debugging aids are available

Get it right the first time

1. ~9cl~~10~1~0~di
1. Ahend

2. Dererminacy

3, Storage map

4. Cross-reference list

5. Echo checking

6. Cancellation

7. Bug arresting

8. Assertions

9. GlGO

10. Breakpoint
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